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Proof.By (13) and (14), lltll = p < 1, so that, by Theorem A, the operator

I - A is invertible and

(11) llf.-rl 'll "tt(t-p)
Again by (13) and (14) we have

(r8) ll] - nf'çu- i)ll 
= 

q t(r- p) <1,

so that, by Theorem B, the operator ¡ -f,=(t - A)+(A-À) is invertible, too, and
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llr. 
- ;i 'll . I-A)' Let \, P, : : (x,, | ¡), i : 7, .,,, fl be distinct points in a plane domain D, f a

real-valued function defined on D and g(f)t = {Xrfl¡ = 1,,,,, N} u given set of

information aboutf.
The original Shepard interpolation operator So is defined by [6]

1- r - A)-'(A_A

whichyields

(1e)
llr'-ry'll <ro-p-q) ,¡r'

(1)

with

So-f = ZA,f(*,,y,)
Now, using equality (B) and inequalities (17) and(l9), we obúain

ll, - ;ll < (r - p)', * (t - p)' q(t - p - ù'llill,
which is equivalent to (15).

Similarþ, súarting with (9) and applying again inequalities (17) and (19),
one obtains the delimitation (16),

i=1

NìV
A,(*, t) = llal(*,y) tZII¿TQ, ù,

j=1
j11

k-r j=l
j+k
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where dr(x, Ð isthedistancebetweenthepoint (x,y)e D and (*,,y,) and p e R*.

As can be seen, the information here is "ø(f)= {Xt.f : .f(r¡,y)li = 1,,,,,N},
i. e,, a Lagr ange-typ e information.

It is woll known that 
^So 

is an interpolative operator

(so/Xr,, y,) = .f (r,, y,), i = 1, . , ,, N

and the degree ofexactness (abbreviated by "dex") ofSo is zero, i.e,, dex(S): 0:

So./: f only for the constant functionl The second property follows from
the relation
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(2) ZA, = 7,
i=\

which is easy to veriff.
A way to generalize the Shepard operator is to increase the degree of exactness
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t,

2

such an extension can be given by using Hermite-type information aboutJ

sr(f) = {^r[^ fl^ri'ù.f = fþ,ù(*0, yò, k- t,...,txi p,Ø e N, o *, = rol

wrrhl"q,(f)l = t A similar extensionwas given in pl fors,: ...: s,: H
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is the corresponding Hermite-type Shepard operator,

Remarlc2. Taking into account that [1]

A,(*t , yt) = õ*, i,k = I,...,n

,ni I < p + q < m, for i = I,...,n,

it follows that Sf f Vreserves all the interpolation properties of the polynomials
Hif for i :1,..., n. Also, relation (2) implies that the exactness degree of the
Shepard operator,s.ä is equal to the exactness degree of the Hermite operator H!,
i.e., dex(Sþ:m.

The difficult problem here is to prove the existence and the uniqueness of the
Hermiteoperators H!,,i:I,...,fl.Afirstdifficultyisthat atwo-variatepoþnomial
of the degree m contains (m+l)(m+2)/2 arbitnry coefficients. This means that
the number of the interpolation conditions (the cardinalify of the information set)
must be (m+l)(m+2)/2. A second diffrculty arises in solving the linear system
of order (m+ r) (m+2) I 2 x (m+ l) (m+2) /2, determined by the interpolation
conditions. As the points PreD are arbitrarily distributed, there is no guarantee
that the corresponding system has a unique solution. To pass these difficulties we
must take a set of (m+l)(m+z)12 information and organize the interpolation
points Pr, í :1,..., k in such sets {{,..., Pi*^}, i :1,.,., n, that each of the
corresponding systems may have aunique solution.

Next we conside¡ some concrete cases.

1. Let .ø(f) Ae the following set of pieces of information

(6) s(f) = 
{fQ'ò{*,, t,)li = t,...,tti p,Q = 0,1; p +u 

= 
t}

Remark3.For m:I,

-øk("f) = {f6r,, y), f(\')(*t , !t), f(o')(ro, yo)}

and Hot:4t from (4). Hence, I1o1 exists and is unique and S,ø:^S,r from (3).
F or m : 2, w e must trake a set of six pieces of information, in order tb determine

the Hermite interpolationpolynomials Hf,, k:I,.,., n, of the second degree. Let
this information be

(7) 4,(f)'=

= {f Qo,n),.f(''o) (*o,vo),f(''t) þo,vo),f(*r*t,yt +t),f(rck+z,yk+z),f(rck;ß,yk$),},

forall k = \,,.,n, with Pr+ti= Pt,P,,+z:= P2, Pra3t= P3

.7

¿b,ø) /r) = o,x¡( lc =I,

(3) (ti,¡)(-,/) =I A¡(x,y)r*(x,y;xì,yi),
k=1

where T^f is the Taylor poþomial for the node (xr, ! ¡)

(4) (r,,f)(r, y;xi, yi) = olr,,t#*f fþ,r)(*,, y,).

It is proved that, for p"> m

(s,,f)þo)(r,, y¡) = fþ'o)(r,, y¡), p,ø e N, p + (r < m,

forall i:l,...,nand,
dex(S.f): m.

Remarlc 1. The operator ^f, was given by Shepard [6],
The so-called shepard-Taylor operator srr has the degree of exactness rz.

But it involves as information the values of the 1iârtial derivatives of the functionl
up to the order m, that make its applications difficult forlarge m.

In a recent paper [3], there have been studied some Lagrange-type Shepard
operators, i.e., shepard operators which se Lagrange-type information, as,so from
(1) does, but with the degree of exactness dex > 0.

our goal here is to construct Hermite-type shepard operators, with the degree
ofexactness dex > 0.

DEFINITIoN 1. A shepard operator is called of the Hermite type if the
information used, l(f) is of the Hennite type.

One denotesAy ,ø](f) the information ,øu(¡) fors,:.,.:s,:r (at each
point { we have the same information about/), 

-

Now, to eachpoint{ it is associated aHermite-type interpolationpoþnomial
of the degree m, based on some information aboutf at pi , pí 

+t,..., p, *, with
v < n. Let Hi f for i : I,..., n, be these polynomials, if they exisi. then" '

(s) slf =fn,rit
. t=l
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The existence and uniqueness of the poþomials Hi¿ f are based on the
following

Lpvrn¡¿. l. Let Q,::(x i, I ), i :0, 1,2,3 be gíven poinfs in the plane such thnt:

a) x, + xo for i :I,2,3;
b) rf L is the líne detømined by the poinß Qs and I then l, + I ¡ þr j, k : 1,2, 3,

j + k. Thenfor everyfunctíonfwith the given information

,ç (.f) = {r toù, f(t'o) (eù, f(o'') (eo), f (gr), f (ez), f @}

there exists a unique polynomial P, of the second degree that satisfies

Hormito-tyPe OPerators it

s'l f =2,,+,rîr,
k=r

where Ho2 is operator corresponding to the information

eoU') from
The pr I and Remark 2'

2. A second case, for m:2, is obtained by using the information

(tt) "økU) = {r{ro), ,(t'o) lro), .r(oJ) çro), ,(r'r) 1r¡), f (4,*t), r@o*r)},

for all k : I,,.., n.

LEMMA 2. Let Q r::(x ¡, ! ¡), i:0, 1,2, be given points in the plane such that

,r^\ a) x, + xo and x2 * xg
\rL) b) ct, + a, anr) u.t + -o.2, .for a, ancl a, given in (r0)'

Thenfor every functionf with the given information

,ø(.f) = 
{rtoo),.f(t'o)(Qo), 

f(o't)(go), f(\\(Qr), f (Qr), f@l
there exists a unique poþnomial Prof the second degree that satisfies

4 5

(8)
p(i'o)(eo) = -f(i'o)(eù, j,k = 0,r; j + k < 7,

P(Q,)=f(Q,), i=1,2,3.

Proof. Let Prbe an arbitrary second-degree polynomial

(9) Pr(r,y) = Ax2 + BxY + cyz + Dx + EY + F.

From (8) one obtains a 6 x 6 algebraic linear system . Let M be its matrix. Then,
after some permissible transformations, one obtains

J It

,'ll
c{,1

o"2

ct3

2
c{,1

2a2

o!
detM=-fI(r,-ro

i=7

wirere

(10) o, : ?, i :7,2,3.
xi-xo

Conditions a) and b) frorn Lemma 1 imply that det M +0, i.e., the systen has a
unique solution.

THEOREM 1, Let f be ct real-valued function for which there exists the

infotmation ,/(.f) fiom (6). If the tnferpolation nodes P¡, lc:7,..., n, are such thal

a)xw¡*x¡,i=1,2,3,
b) I,*t ¡ l¡+k þr i, j:1,2,3 with i + j,when l¡¡¡is the line determi.ned by

Poand Pw,,fb, all lc :1,..,, h,

then there exists the Hermite-type Shepard operator SrH defined by

pli,o) @o) = 7(i't') çgo¡, 0, t') e {(0, o), (0, Ð, (t, o), (r, Ð}

Pr(Q') = f(Qr)
Pr(Qr) = f(Qr).

( l3)

proof. Taking Pras in(9), we must analyze the system given by conditions

(13), But the determinänt of its matrix, say A, can be written in the form

^ 
= (¡, - *ò'(*, - *ò'(o'r- "i),

Hence, from conditions (12), it follows that A + 0'
Now it is very easy to prove the following

THBOnBIT¡ 2. Let f be a real-valued function þr which there exists the

information

,ç(f) = {f@'ùlr,)li 
= t,, ",tx;(p,q) ' {(o,o), (0, t)' (r' o), (l r)}} '
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If the interpolation nodes P o, k : I,. .., fr are such that

a)xt*¡*x¡,í:I,2

b) ++ * ¡ !øz2t-, for all k : 1,..., n, therr there exists the Hermite-' xk*t - xk xk*z - x* "
type Shepard operator jf , deJìned by

Sï'f =f nonîr,
k=r

where fr'l is th" n.rmite interpolatíon operator correspondíng to the information
.økU) from(tl),with oex(3r") = z,

Proof.Lemma2 assured the existence and uniqueness of all Hermite operators
fr|, tt: 7,..., n, Now, from Remark 2, the proof follows.
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CONVEXITY RELATED TO THE COARSENESS

OF CONCAVITY

GABRIELA CRISTESCU

1. IIITRODUCTION

During the meetings of the Interdisciplinary Researches Laboratory of
Cluj-Napoca "Babeç-Bolyai" Universifybetween 1980 and 1983, Elena Popoviciu
discussed about the significance ofa notion ofbehaviour, establishinf a connec-
tion with the property of convexity of a function and obtaining one of its generali-
zations in [11]. This notionwas defined by the same author in 1965 and published
in 1983 [11], in order to describe the situation when an object a belonging to a
given set A cart be transformed by means of a known transformation T i A -> B
into an object Z(a) belonging to aparticular subset D c. .8, The pair (D, T) is said
to be the behaviour of ¿, In [3] this type of behaviours is called strict. Elena
Popoviciu also used another notion of behaviour, called in [3] a strong behaviour
and defined as follows: if { ís a set of transformations T : A -+ B and for every

T e {, f (a) e D is true, then the pair (D, Ø) is said to be the behaviour of the

element a e.A. A weaker notion of behaviourwas considered in [3] by means of
the same type of set of transformations {, T : A -+ A, If for the element s eA
there is a transformation T < î, sttchthat f (a) e D is true, then the pair (D, {)is
called a weak behaviour of the element ¿. Strict behaviours, strong behaviours and
weakbehaviours are calledbehaviours inl bymeans of.B. The set ofthebehaviours
defined in Aby means of B was denoted in [3] by Comp(A, B) and described by

Comp(A,B)={C =(n,r)lnc B,T:Ar+ B}U

(1,1) u{o= '-(o,r)lnc.B,{ c{flf :e+B}}u

u{" =, - (n, r¡ln c. B, { c {flf :.e-r B}}.
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